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THE YEAR

Remarks from our Board
Chair

To the members of the Silicon Valley business community, as
we begin 2021, I wanted to take a moment to recognize our

resilient Silicon Valley business community for their continued
dedication to our city and region. This is not the time to turn

our backs on the region, but rather a time to embrace the
opportunity. Last year was not what we expected as we were

faced with some of the most challenging times in history.
COVID-19 has taken many things from us. However, it cannot

take away our history, culture, quest to innovate, or our
mandate for equality. It’s time to dig deep and rebuild our

region to be better than before.
 

Like so many of our members, the Silicon Valley Organization
(SVO) had to pivot our business model. Over the past eleven

months, the SVO team has been working remotely and has
creatively adapted our business model to better serve the

needs of our members. Our team has produced over 80 virtual
events that have been viewed by 6,000+ of members and 

non-members alike. Our Small Business team supported
hundreds of small businesses, helping them navigate through

ever-changing governmental regulations. We virtually met
with local, national, and global leaders to learn best practices

on economic recovery. Locally, the SVO Public Policy team has
pushed for relief and represented our business community

during countless City Council and Board of Supervisor
meetings and other public hearings.

 
One thing that has not changed is our continued dedication to

the Silicon Valley’s business community and our recognition
that our region has always been a place of innovation and

change. That is what makes the Silicon Valley so special. For
135 years, the SVO (Chamber of Commerce) has navigated
through boom-and-bust economies and we will continue to

evolve. As we start a new year, I invite you to join and support
the SVO as we embark together into the next chapter of the

Silicon Valley.
 

Respectfully,
Mike Bangs
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MEET OUR MEMBERS
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Member engagement was at an all-time high at the start of 2020. Come March's Shelter in Place Order
we made the decision to cancel all in-person events for the remainder of the year. However, we knew
we had to find another way to support and engage our members… and we didn’t skip a beat. With the

influx and demand for information, we knew it was our duty to connect members and the business
community with the right resources and capital to help guide them through the trying times. Our team
quickly adapted to remote working and was able to transfer information, tools, resources, advocacy

efforts, and opportunities to connect to digital and virtual formats.

We launched our COVID-19 Virtual Business Resource Discussions

80 Events total

15 IN PERSON EVENTS
(JAN. -  FEB. 2020)

60 VIRTUAL BUSINESS 
DISCUSSIONS

5 VIRTUAL MULTI-CHAMBER
NETWORKING MIXERS

6,093
Over 6,000+ people attended our webinars and 

heard from industry leaders on:

PPP/EIDL, applying for PPP Forgiveness, SBA loans
COVID-19 impact on Silicon Valley commercial real estate
Reopening businesses
Public safety
Future of workplaces
Implications of COVID-19 on the                          
 workforce

HOW WE PIVOTED FOR BUSINESS 

Attendees Total

Manufacturing,
Production, &
  Wholesale

2%
Family Services &

Childcare - 1%

Building Trades
(Real Estate, Development,

& Construction)
20%

Environment & Public Utilities - 2% 

Legal - 2%

Technology - 5%

Advertising, Media, & Photography - 3%

Health, Beauty & Wellness - 3%

Commercial, Residential, & Garden Services - 3%

Lodging & Travel - 3%

Arts, Culture, Entertainment, & Sports - 3%

Professional & Business Services - 5%

Education & Government Services
5%

Restaurant, Food, & Beverage - 8%

Specialty & Shopping Retail
8%

Non-Profit, Community
Benefit Organizations,

& Associations
11%

Insurance & Finance
13%

Automotive, Aviation, & Transportation - 4%



LAUNCHED A COVID-19                                

 FOR OUR MEMBERS 

EVENT
PARTNERSHIPS

Win!

ADVOCACY LETTERS SENT TO ELECTED OFFICIALS

SVO spearheaded a coalition of 16 Chambers of Commerce, small business owners,
and numerous faith leaders throughout Silicon Valley. We organized a media
advocacy campaign to call upon Santa Clara County to safely reopen shuttered
small, minority-owned businesses and to allow workers, who are on the cusp of
poverty and disproportionately impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic, to get back
to work.  

Our coalition pressed the county to find a responsible balance between life with
COVID-19 and small business survival. We successfully advocated to allow a safe
reopening of the economy that permitted:  
• Indoor dining (at 25% capacity); 
• Indoor gatherings for worship (at 25% capacity); 
• A broad and safe reopening of the regional economy 

Non-Prof i t  Resources

Financial  Aid Opt ions -  Loans,  Grants,  & Rel ief  Funds

Lenders Accept ing SBA Loan Appl icat ions

Workplace Readiness Essent ia ls

Resources for the Hospita l i ty Industry

Virtual  Act iv i t ies & Programs

Social  Distancing Protocols  & Re-Opening Guides

How to Get Your Workplace Ready Post Covid-19

BUSINESS & FAITH

LEADERS

SUCCESSFULLY

CALLED FOR A

SAFE REOPENING

OF THE ECONOMY

HOW WE ADVOCATED

Resource Hub

FOR BUSINESS

,
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PUBLIC POLICY & BUSINESS WINS

were able to safely and partially reopen

indoor dining as a direct result of SVO’s

business advocacy. We estimate that

thousands of local jobs were restored –

providing economic security and a lifeline

for local families during the pandemic.

3,500+3,500+3,500+

0 500 1,000 1,500 2,000

San Jose 

Santa Clara 

Sunnyvale 

Milpitas 

Palo Alto 

Mountain View 

Cupertino 

Campbell 

Los Gatos 

Gilroy 

Morgan Hill 

Los Altos 

Saratoga 

Unicorporated 

Stanford 

SANTA CLARA COUNTY
RESTAURANTS

Source: Office of the Santa Clara County Assessor



AN ALLY & AN ADVOCATE
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CHAMPIONED A

$100 MILLION

SMALL BUSINESS

RELIEF FUND

Win!As a direct result of SVO’s small business advocacy, the Santa Clara County Board
of Supervisors voted to establish a low-interest loan program to support our local,

small businesses. As the first county in the state to take bold leadership on an
initiative of this kind, Santa Clara County will invest $25 million into a partnership

with the California Rebuilding Fund, which would then leverage private matching
dollars to eventually invest up to $100 million to support small businesses in 

Silicon Valley. 

ALLOWING BUSINESSES

TO OPERATE OUTDOORS

(SAN JOSE AL FRESCO)

Win!
SVO participated in a press conference and successfully advocated for
the implementation of the San Jose Al Fresco program, which would
expand businesses outdoors while the county’s public health orders
continue to restrict indoor operations. This policy win has allowed
numerous businesses to survive by increasing revenue opportunities and
to driving customer foot traffic.  

SVO ADVOCATES

FOR SENSIBLE PAID

SICK LEAVE

ORDINANCE

Win!We successfully advocated for a pragmatic paid sick leave urgency ordinance that
protects both workers and small businesses from COVID-19. Allowing workers to

quarantine without having to worry about choosing between their job or their
health. The pragmatic policy also permits exemptions for employers that provide a
combination of paid personal leave, instead of simply mandating an additional 80

hours of COVID-19 specific paid leave. 

CRAFTED A

PRAGMATIC

COMMERCIAL

LINKAGE FEE

Win!
SVO organized a roundtable of 60+ employers and commercial developers to
discuss how to craft an impact fee structure that does not penalize job creation
opportunities in the City of San Jose. 

Commercial real estate is vital for bringing good-paying, middle class jobs that
would benefit our residents and would increase the city's fiscal resiliency during
COVID-19. While we are reeling from an economic recession caused by a global
pandemic, we need to do everything we can to encourage middle class job creation
and help facilitate economic recovery efforts. SVO delivered on a fee structure that
would increase affordable housing dollars and would still allow for local job creation. 

DOORDASH GRANTS FOR

SMALL RESTAURANTS

Win!SVO partnered with DoorDash to provide $5,000 grants for restaurants in select
cities, including San Jose, as part of their Main Street Strong Initiative to help

restaurants survive during the pandemic.



                                        were paired with mentors through Mayor Liccardo's newly launched
mentorship program to help them build professional relationships after the San Jose Works
Internship.
 
                                         from Independence High School's Finance Academy practiced their
interviewing skills with 84 volunteers from various industries to help them prepare for the real
world.
 
                                           virtually attended the Annual Career Seminar of the Asian American
Women’s Alliance to hear the professional journeys of 24 career professionals and had the
opportunity to ask questions and connect with them.

                                         from Independence High School's Engineering Academy received a
virtual demonstration from Vander-Bend Manufacturing's engineering team on 
how the skills they are learning in the classroom apply in a professional work 
environment.

Strive San Jose partners with San Jose Works, a program of the City of San
Jose, that collaborates with private- and public- sector employers to provide
jobs and internships to ambitious, hard-working San Jose teenagers from low-

HOW WE INVESTED

SAN JOSE WORKS INTERNSHIP PROGRAM STATS

IN THE COMMUNITY THROUGH OUR FOUNDATION

TOTAL # OF STUDENTS PLACED
IN INTERNSHIPS FOR 2020

41 
MALE

51 
FEMALE
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TOTAL # OF EMPLOYERS WHO
HOSTED INTERNS IN 2020

CAREER TECHNICAL EDUCATION PATHWAYS

Advanced 
Manufacturing

2 STUDENTS

OUTSIDE SAN JOSE WORKS, STUDENTS WERE ALSO PROVIDED THE FOLLOWING 
WORK-BASED LEARNING EXPERIENCES:

30 STUDENTS30 STUDENTS30 STUDENTS

86 STUDENTS86 STUDENTS86 STUDENTS

100 STUDENTS100 STUDENTS100 STUDENTS

30 STUDENTS30 STUDENTS30 STUDENTS

Animation

4 STUDENTS

Engineering Design &
Technology
15 STUDENTS

Financial
Services

17 STUDENTS

Graphic 
Design

8 STUDENTS

Marketing

16 STUDENTS

Multimedia
3 STUDENTS

Residential &
Commercial Construction

1 STUDENT

Social 
Justice

 5 STUDENTS

Systems 
Programming

1 STUDENT

Visual & 
Commercial Arts

1 STUDENT

income families—overwhelmingly youth of color. The initiative has provided jobs to more than 4,000 youth since
it was launched five years ago. In addition, teens receive training for work readiness, “soft skills” development,
financial literacy classes, workplace ethics, college preparedness, mentoring, and other essential supports. 



The                                                                                         is a comprehensive, non-partisan
four-month training program for people who are interested in running for public office and/or
engaging deeply in public policy such as economic development, transportation, housing,
homelessness, land use, the environment, and other issues that are relevant to San Jose and Silicon
Valley. Participants learn how to debate more effectively, improve their public speaking skills,
deliver a strong and effective message, and engage in issues and legislation that have major
impact in Silicon Valley. The curriculum is comprised of two primary focuses: the mechanics of how
to run an effective political campaign and a deep dive in public policy. The program cost is $1000
per person. The SVO offers full and partial scholarships to qualified individuals.  

Several of our graduates went on to run for public office and won, such as Councilmember Matt
Mahan. He represents District 10 on the San Jose City Council.

HOW WE CULTIVATED

The 2020 Leadership San Jose class started in
January with a two day retreat. In February,
the class visited City Hall and heard from the
City Manager and the Vice Mayor. In March
due to COVID-19 the world changed and so did
the leadership program. The program moved to
an online format with lots of discussions in
breakout room. The curriculum was changed to
address the most pressing community issues
including leading in the time of a crisis,
economic disparity, mental and emotional
health, and equity. 

Chappie Jones, Vice Mayor, City of San Jose
Dave Sykes, City Manager, City of San Jose 
Suzanne St. John-Crane, CEO, American Leadership Forum Silicon Valley
Gina Dalma, Vice President, Sil icon Valley Community Foundation
Steve Borkenhagen, Executive Director, Urban Confluence Silicon Valley

32 GRADUATES

LEADERSHIP & PUBLIC POLICY THROUGH CCA

CANDIDATE CULTIVATION ACADEMY (CCA)
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OUR 30TH YEAR OF
LEADERSHIP SAN JOSE

ALUMNI

MEET SOME OF OUR GUEST SPEAKERS:

10 
PROGRAM 
DAYS

34 GUEST SPEAKERS
7 ALUMNI SPEAKERS



2020 VISIONARY AWARDS

6TH ANNUAL WOMEN IN TECH FESTIVAL

Our annual Women in Tech Festival spotlights women from diverse backgrounds
and genders across the globe. Featured Individuals are breaking barriers in
leading and engineering transformative technology, as well as inspiring and
empowering other women and non-binary people in the fields of STEM. Our 2-
day celebration brought in tech professionals, venture capitalists, startup
founders, and diversity and inclusion advocates from around the world to learn,
connect, and be inspired. Thanks to our Diversity Sponsor, we were able to offer
150 scholarships to give to our underrepresented communities, including Black,
Latinx, and American Indian recipients.
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Honoring industry leaders
who have pioneered
innovation and fostered the
spirit of entrepreneurship,
and whose unique vision
continues to shape Silicon
Valley and beyond.

The Startup & Venture Capital Club

Women in Tech Forum

Female Founders Forum

Inclusive Leadership Forum (Topics: Diversity, Equity,Inclusion,
& Belonging)

These programs cover a variety of topics and latest technology trends from those on the forefront of
innovation. This year we discussed automation and the future of work, the post-pandemic future of
retail, innovation and cybersecurity, and others — including:
Future Focus: Insurance,Technology, & the Impact of COVID-19

       Future Disrupted: Digital Adoption is Here, is Your Company Ready?

              Changing Lanes: The Future of Transportation in a Post COVID-19 Era

HOW WE BECAME 
A STARTUP & TECHNOLOGY THOUGHT LEADER

a 37-year old nonprofit
with a strong history of
supporting and educating
the global startup and
technology ecosystem.

MERGED WITH 
SILICON VALLEY FORUM

EVENTS
LAUNCHED

TECHNOLOGY THOUGHT LEADERSHIP PROGRAMS



                        
a values-based diverse participatory Board of Directors, including a new committed CEO, that supports 
inclusive member engagement.

is paramount for survival of small business. We are committed to equitable economic recovery.

to innovation in our business advocacy practices.

the SVO Foundation for supporting underrepresented populations in workforce development to connect 
business with community areas of interest whereby increasing our visibility and influence.

                   
and build the Silicon Valley Forum (SVF) whereby diversity, equity and inclusion are baked into the organization.

the equity access into all standard activities of the organization including networking, 
education and commerce functions.

In addition to our work with the US government, we built and executed a webinar series
for the government of Qatar, providing insights into the vision for the future. Additionally,
we worked with the Department of State Growth in Tasmania, Australia, to better
understand the US marketplace and opportunities for Tasmanian companies, as well as
strengthened our partnerships through our work with the Taiwanese government and the
American Chamber of Commerce in Colombia.

FOR 2021

We executed two successful programs with the US government in 2020 — one with the
Commercial Service outlining the state of the agtech industry in an educational series,
another supporting Austrian entrepreneurs through the US Embassy in Vienna. We are
continuing our work with the US Embassy into 2021 and plan on welcoming entrepreneurs
to Silicon Valley later in the year. 

Apart from the education program with the US commercial service, SVF also held our
annual Seeds of our Future program in 2020. While this year's event was virtual, we
continued to push the sector forward, highlighting ground-breaking startups and investors
to a global audience. In addition, we partnered with the government of the State of Qatar
to explore opportunities for US agtech companies to help that country pursue its vision for
food safety and security.

Our program included 25 insurance CIO’s from across the states and Canada, who
connected with companies, startups, and venture capitalist's leading and investing in
disruptive innovation in the insurance and insurtech sector. The 4-day learning journey
allowed them to take a look into their own practices and assess their digital processes to
stay competitive and sustainable in the industry.

GOING FORWARD PLAN

Executive Immersion Program

Expanded our work with the US Government

Continued our work as an Agtech thought leader

Deepened Relationships with Global Governments

BUILDBUILDBUILD

RECOVERYRECOVERYRECOVERY

LEVERAGELEVERAGELEVERAGE

GROWGROWGROW

EXPANDEXPANDEXPAND
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COMMITCOMMITCOMMIT


